
Expand Your Horizons With Our First Ever Ultrawide Display
NSX ULTRAWIDE delivers all the benefits of dual screens in one place, for a more streamlined, more immersive experience.  

Experience perfectly-optimized splits and uninterrupted data flows that are easier to digest – unlocking more data,  
more controls, more possibilities. 

 

Create Show-Stopping Dashboards 
There’s nothing else like NSX ULTRAWIDE - creating eye-catching, low-profile dashboards that stand out instantly.  
The unique ultrawide display is built to be simpler, cleaner, and more elegant than anything else in the marina. 

The cutting-edge aspect ratio is also the perfect place to explore our latest operating system.  
A simplified presentation delivers game-changing ease of use, with streamlined menus and fully customizable panels. 

 

 

The Ultimate Charting Experience with C-MAP® DISCOVER™ X and REVEAL™ X   
Charts never looked as good as they do on NSX ULTRAWIDE. The ultrawide display’s high pixel density shows super–sharp 

resolution on C-MAP DISCOVER X. And an upgrade to REVEAL X adds incredible shaded relief and satellite imagery.

The revolutionary C-MAP Safety Alerts automatically alert you to hazards up ahead, from shallow waters to buoys.  
And – in an industry first – the X-Chart Manager lets you manage C-MAP chart updates and upgrades directly  

from your device, with the ability to choose custom areas for a near-instant download.

For total flexibility, NSX ULTRAWIDE is also compatible with charting options,  
such as CMOR, Florida Marine Tracks, Strike Lines and Standard Mapping*  (*US Only). 

 

 

Superior Integration   
All the same incredible connectivity you’d find on NSX. Best-in-class Mercury® integration, compatibility with a wide range  

of 1kW transducers, and – of course – full compatibility across the Simrad® electronics suite.  

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS
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NSX® ULTRAWIDE

Introducing our first ever ultrawide display... NSX ULTRAWIDE offers a new perspective on boating.  
Discover an all-new aspect ratio for our most immersive experience yet.  

Why settle for anything less?

simrad-yachting.com/nsx-ultrawide
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Key Point Benefit Demo

Expand your Horizons with  
our First ever Ultrawide Display

NSX® ULTRAWIDE delivers all the benefits of dual 
screens in one place, for a more streamlined, 

more immersive experience. Experience perfectly-
optimized splits and uninterrupted data flows that 
are easier to digest – unlocking more data, more 

controls, more possibilities.

Show off split-screens, highlighting how much  
data is visible on a single screen.

Create Show-Stopping 
Dashboards

There’s nothing else like NSX ULTRAWIDE - creating 
eye-catching, low-profile dashboards that stand out 
instantly. The unique ultrawide display is built to be 
simpler, cleaner, and more elegant than anything  

else in the marina.

The cutting-edge aspect ratio is also the perfect 
place to explore our latest operating system. A 

simplified presentation delivers game-changing ease 
of use, with streamlined menus and fully  

customizable panels.

Show off unique dash designs if possible.

Demo operating system, highlighting customization 
options and pinnable apps.

The Ultimate Charting 
Experience with C-MAP DISCOVER 
X and REVEAL X.

Charts never looked as good as they do on 
 NSX ULTRAWIDE. The ultrawide display’s high pixel 
density shows super–sharp resolution on C-MAP® 
DISCOVER™ X. And an upgrade to REVEAL™ X adds 

incredible shaded relief and satellite imagery.

The revolutionary C-MAP Safety Alerts automatically 
alert you to hazards up ahead, from shallow waters 

to buoys. And – in an industry first – the X-Chart 
Manager lets you manage C-MAP chart updates and 
upgrades directly from your device, with the ability 

to choose custom areas for a near-instant download.

For total flexibility, NSX ULTRAWIDE is also 
compatible with charting options, such as CMOR 
Mapping, Florida Marine Tracks, StrikeLines and  

Standard Mapping* *US Only

Demo multiple depth ranges using  
split-screens.

Superior Integration

All the same incredible connectivity you’d find on 
NSX. Best-in-class Mercury® integration, compatibility 

with a wide range of 1kW transducers, and – of 
course – full compatibility across the Simrad 

electronics suite.

Showcase Mercury SmartCraft® Connect integration 
and highlight ease of connecting to new 

components.
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